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Mr. John Woodward 
Senior Environmental Officer 
Determinations and Compliance Branch 
Canadian Transportation Agency 
 
BY EMAIL 
 
Re: Supplementary Information Filing #3 to Support CP’s s. 98 Application to Construct the CP Logistics Park: 
Vancouver (CTA File 20-10296) 
 
Dear Mr. Woodward: 
 
Further to our discussions regarding CP’s Section 98 Application for the above-referenced Project, I am 
providing the Agency with this supplementary information to help ensure the completeness of the record and 
the efficiency of the Agency’s review. 
 

1) Technical reports prepared in support of the application. 
 
In our conversation, the CTA requested that CP provide eight additional documents to help ensure the 
completeness of the record. Here is a summary on the status of those documents: 
 
Phase 1 and Phase 2 Environmental Site Assessments 
 
These two reports are appended to this submission. 
 
Stormwater Management Report 60% Pre-Loading Design Report 
 
This report was provided to the CTA as part of CP’s initial filing (Volume 3, Pages 1908 to 1959). 
 
Fish and Fish Habitat Inventory Assessment of Katzie Slough Mainstem 
 
This report was provided to the CTA as part of Supplemental Filing #1 as the draft report formally titled “Draft 
Fish and Fish Habitat Baseline Report”. 
 
Review of Kwantlen Land Use and Occupation in the Vicinity of CP Rail Operation Near Katzie Slough: Letter 
Report 
 
This report was produced by Kwantlen First Nation and shared with CP so that parts of it could be summarized 
in the Environmental Effects Evaluation. Kwantlen First Nation has not authorized the public posting of their 
document. 



 

 

 
Pitt Meadows Road and Rail Improvement Project: Harris and Kennedy Road Traffic and Rail Data Collection 
Study 
 
The above referenced report was not produced by CP or CP’s consultants. It was produced by the Vancouver 
Fraser Port Authority in support of their proposed grade separations of Kennedy and Harris Roads and a copy 
shared with CP in Confidence to use in our technical analysis. 
 
VFPA has not consented to their report being submitted to the CTA or being posted in a public forum. 
 
Archaeological Impact Assessment 
 
CP is not able to enter this document into the Public Record. Access to information about archaeological sites 
in British Columbia is restricted under the Provincial Archaeology Branch policy, Access to Provincial 
Archaeological Information, which states, "Archaeological information is not placed in the public domain and 
site-specific information is not distributed to the general public as this information may be misused to damage 
archaeological sites." Archaeological Impact Assessment (AIA) reports, including Terra's CP Logistics Park: 
Vancouver AIA Report, are included in the list of restricted "archaeological information" which should not be 
made available to the public. The Branch's authority to restrict (and grant) access to archaeological 
information is found in Section 3(3) of the Heritage Conservation Act. 
 
Geophysical Site Investigation 
 
This report is appended to this submission. 
 

2) Clarification concerning idling, shunting, train building and marshalling that would allow locatities 
that will be affected by the proposed railway line to adequately assess whether their interests will 
be impacted by these activities. 

 
Like similar rail facilities across North America, the proposed CP Logistics Park: Vancouver will operate 24 
hours per day. As previously indicated, no idling of locomotives is planned at this facility (any idling associated 
with crew changes, fueling and locomotive maintenance will occur at CP’s existing facilities across the Pitt 
River in the Port Coquitlam Rail Yard where they occur today). 
 
The handling of railcars from arriving trains and well as the assembly of blocks of railcars for departing trains 
will occur in the arrival / departure area of the facility. This area is highlighted by the red line in the below 
figure. 



 

 

 
 
CP recognizes that these activities generate noise, and they were specifically included in the noise evaluation 
completed for this project. In Table 10.15 of the Environmental Effects Evaluation submitted as part of the 
initial application, Railyard operations are indicated as being part of the analysis due to the potential change in 
noise, vibration and ambient light levels due to train operations (Environmental Effects Evaluation, page 10-
17). On Page 10-21 of the EEE, it is stated that the noise sources included in the noise model include train 
movements and shunting amongst other sources. 
 
In order to mitigate the noise from these operations, two noise walls were included on either side of the 
arrival / departure area. The excerpt below is taken from Figure 10.6 of the Environmental Effects Evaluation 
and the noise walls are shown in brown. 
 

 



 

 

3) Clarification on the status of other federal departments’ involvement in the project; specifically, DFO 
and TC. 

 
Transport Canada Navigation Protection Program 
 
While the bridge crossings of Katzie Slough have not yet gone through the detailed design process (preliminary 
design was completed for the purposes of the Environmental Effects Evaluation and this Application), it is CP’s 
intention to utilize clear span structures and thus not fall under the provisions of the Major Works Order 
enabled by the Canadian Navigable Waters Act. Specifically, CP will design the watercourse crossings so that 
there are no piers below the ordinary high water mark. 
 
Prior to the construction of these structures, CP will follow the public notification process specified in sections 
9.1 through 10.2 of the Canadian Navigable Waters Act (Works in Navigable Waters not Listed in Schedule). As 
no formal Application or Approval under the Canadian Navigable Waters Act is anticipated to be required for 
the proposed CP Logistics Park: Vancouver, CP has not engaged with the Transport Canada Navigation 
Protection Program. 
 
Fisheries and Oceans Canada Fish and Fish Habitat Protection Program 
 
CP representatives met with a DFO Pacific Region Senior Biologist on September 11th, 2019 and agreed that CP 
would not formally apply for a Fisheries Act Authorization for the bridge structures over Katzie Slough until the 
detailed design of those structures was completed. At that meeting it was understood that given the long 
preload period following a potential CTA Approval of the project, detailed design was several years away. At 
that meeting DFO also reminded CP that no activities may cause the Harmful Alteration, Disruption or 
Destruction of Fish Habitat, including the placement of pre-load material in fish habitat, without Authorization 
under the Fisheries Act. CP confirmed its understanding and shared that no preload placement in fish habitat 
was planned. 
 
Following our conference call of December 22, 2022, CP understands that the CTA would like to engage with 
Fisheries and Oceans Canada regarding First Nations consultation and potentially other matters related to the 
proposed CP Logistics Park: Vancouver. It is CP’s understanding that DFO requires an active file before them in 
order to participate in the process. In order to generate a file number within DFO, CP will submit a Request for 
Review to start the process based on the information we currently have available. We currently estimate it will 
take us approximately one month to prepare the RFR and will forward the DFO file number to the CTA once 
received. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

 

I trust this information meets your needs to allow you to progress the review and deliberation of our 
Application. Please contact me should you wish to clarify any part of Application and Supplemental Filings. 
 
Sincerely, 
Canadian Pacific 

 
Joe Van Humbeck 
Director, Impact Assessment & Natural Environment 
 
cc: Cameron Greaves, Counsel, Canadian Pacific 
 
 
 


